


First full distance learning course 
for the Law School

Cyclical delivery of modules, 8 
cohorts at any one time

Rapid increase in student numbers

Impact on staff 

Lack of appreciation of varied 
student backgrounds and abilities



Can there be some form of class interaction with the tutor where we discuss aspects 
of the course and can seek clarification?

I think anything that would encourage communication between students 
would be extremely beneficial.

I think if this could be built on and we could be encouraged to communicate more 
with fellow classmates this could improve everyone's learning.

I would request that you don’t forget us distance learners … you are without a 
window into our efforts and activities.

In all honesty, I am starting to wonder if the distance learners are prioritised less. 
Which I understand the reasons for that yet at the same time distance learners 
need clarifications when asked etc because who else is there to go to?!



Garrison et al. (2000) Critical Inquiry in a Text-Based Environment: Computer 
Conferencing in Higher Education.



Weekly tutor 
communications

Larger module 
teaching 

teams

Welcome 
activity

Module 
welcome videos

And… Course Community in MS Teams



Clarify 
Purpose

Provide 
Guidance

Develop 
Structure



Demo for staff

Emails to staff and students

Purpose and guidance outlined in the 
VLE, reiterated in the community itself

Links from the VLE into the course 
community











EXAMPLE 
POSTS:
LEARNING & 
TEACHING



EXAMPLE 
POSTS:

INCLUSIVITY & 
WELLBEING





Sources:

Feedback survey to staff and 
students

Student comments in mid-module 
and end of module reviews

Interactions observed in the course 
community

Interactions observed in the 
module piloting MS Teams for 
discussion activities



A real sense of community has been created ... I liked the use of Teams as that 
made me feel involved and easy to communicate with others.

The use of MS teams was really useful. It encouraged other interactions with 
fellow distance leaning students.

… there was lots of student interactions on the MS teams platform. As a 
distance learner, I found this interaction encouraging, valuable and made me 
feel more connected and supported.

detailed and frequent feedback on Teams throughout the module was 
extremely helpful. I really appreciate you taking the time to do this.

I found it hard to use and it was difficult to see posts. Sometimes the end of a 
discussion might show but not the beginning.



"There was none of this 
support or feeling of 

belonging to something last 
semester."





I would say it has revolutionised [the course] by bringing together distance 
learners as a vibrant student body, with its own peculiar energy. The past 
two cohorts have made connections between themselves, with the course 
team, and also use the space to think about revision and for many it has 
made them more confident about their understanding of the subject.

I feel much more interconnected with students and like we have a 
fostered a strong community that both staff and students can be a part of 
if they wish. I hope this can be sustained in the years to come.

I think the online PGDL community has really flourished this year. The 
welcome activity, where students (and tutors) were asked to introduce 
themselves was a great ice breaking tool, which also allowed students to 
learn more about each other (and they do come from all possible walks of 
life), as well as for tutors to have a better sense of the student body.



Deeper engagement in modules

Fewer non-submissions 
and withdrawals

Higher pass rates, more 
commendations and distinctions

More applications to become 
course reps

Greater participation in 
enrichment activities

Alumni
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